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THE CHALLENGE
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available to them, as well as confidence in their
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English. Moreover, the practice of broadcasting
emergency alerts to the public in English yields
disparate access to emergency communications. These factors compound to adversely impact LEP communities.
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Further research regarding how to identify and use trusted advocates of Bellevue’s LEP residents is essential for connecting these communities
with available emergency management resources. This project considers two language communities of Bellevue (Chinese and Russian) and the
methods the City could use to reach these communities during and after an emergency or disaster.

METHODS
Based on findings from my literature review, I chose to interview representatives of community-based organizations (CBOs), faith-based
organizations (FBOs), and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) of Bellevue. I noted that the employees with the most direct contact with LEP
persons are English as a second language (ESL) teachers. Therefore, I focused my recruitment efforts on ESL teachers and providers.
In addition to reaching out to organizations in Bellevue,
I approached City staff and I contacted members of
departments that work on behalf of LEP populations: the
Communications Office, the Diversity Advantage Team, and the
Office of Emergency Management. In order to gain broader
understanding of relevant government efforts in place to serve
LEP populations, I also interviewed staff from the City of Seattle.
I conducted a total of 14 interviews, with distinct guides tailored
for ESL teachers and providers of CBOs, FBOs, and NGOs and
for city government employees. I also generated four internet
surveys and captured the responses of 34 individuals who work
with LEP communities.
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FINDINGS
From interviews and survey responses, significant themes
surrounding emergency communications with LEP populations
centered around:
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I observed these themes to be interdependent. Group access
could be made possible through formalizing and integrating a
collection of cultural liaisons. These cultural liaisons must be trusted advocates of LEP communities. Interpersonal communication between
cultural liaisons and LEP groups emerged as one of the most prevalent and efficient forms of communication with and among LEP persons. The
most efficient channels appear to be word-of-mouth and social media.
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